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I. BACKGROUND: THE GERMAN PORT MUSEUM

III. COLLECTING AS SPATIO-EPISTEMIC PRACTICE

Research object and cooperation partner in this ethnographic-artistic PhD-pro- Besides architectural design, collecting is one of the central dimensions of spaject is the future German Port Museum in Hamburg, one of the best-funded tio-epistemic translation – and historicaly the core task of any museum.
and most-discussed museum projects in Germany at present. The museum will It is spatial since through collecting, museums extract objects from their oriopen in the second half of the 2020s on three sites, including a new building in ginal context and place them in the new context of the collection. Collecting
the prospective neighborhood Kleiner Grasbrook, a historic warehouse in the therefore always includes the re-location of things, indicating their previous
Hamburg port area, and the early 20th century four-masted barque „Peking“.
spatial context while establishing a new spatial relation between the objects
Conceptually, the museum’s aim is to not only narrate the historic dimensions inside the museum.
of ports and seafaring through the presentation of historic ships and artefacts, Collecting is also an epistemic process, because the object inside the collection
as most traditional port museums do worldwide. Instead, the German Port Mu- refers to an empirical phenomenon in the outside world. It is therefore a beaseum seeks to address ports and maritime
rer and mediator of a certain knowledge
trade as a model that helps the understanabout the world and is included in proV.
EXPERIMENTAL
COLLECTING
DEVICES
ding of a globalized world. The museum is
cesses of knowledge production in very
supposed to provide a space for discourse on
multiple ways.
globalization as an inherently contemporary
Collecting is always a selective process.
matter, involving complex economic, social
Certain decisions have to be made about
and cultural relations.
which objects are worth being collected
This leads me to my research interest, which
and which are not, which has enormous
is to theorize the German Port Museum as an
consequences for the knowledge that
emerging knowledge space of globalization
is mediated with and by the collection.
and to intervene into the production of this
This is obviously strongly connected to
space using qualitative methods of ethnograpower relations. For the Port Museum,
phic field research and participatory art-bathis means that which items are collecsed methodology.
ted from the space of globalization, how
they are organized and consulted and by
whom, are key factors that determine
II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK THE BOOTH
THE BOX
how the spatial relations of globalizaSpace, in this regard, can not only be un- Because of to the covid-pandeA collection box will be sent on a tion are transformed into the museum
derstood as a mere container of knowledge mic, I will not have physical acjourney on a container ship. Sea- space.
production, but has to be considered an ele- cess to the Duckdalben Club. Themen are asked to add items (pho- This makes collecting one of the key
ment of epistemic contingency. It takes acti- refore a retired telephone booth
tographs, notes, drawings, souve- factors that define the port museum as
ve part in social interaction and production inside the club will be turned into
nirs etc.) to the box in every port a knowledge space of globalization and
of knowledge, e.g. through its historic mate- a recording- and communicathey call at and to note why and a central leverage point for a critical inriality, its (in-)accessibility and other spatial tion-device. This allows me to
where they collected this specific tervention into its spatio-epistemic conarrangements that allow some social proces- get in touch with seafarers and
item. The box could be equipped figurations.
ses to happen while prohibiting others. The to start a collection of recorded
with a GPS-transmitter, so its curspatial characteristics of the museum are th- narrations and statements that
rent location could be followed
erefore an important factor that determine reflect on everyday experience in
in real time and visualized retros- IV. COLLECTING AS
what happens in the museum and what does the maritime spaces of globalizapectively.
PARTICIPATORY ART-BASED
not.
tion.
At the same time, space is no precondition
RESEARCH
for human action in general and knowled- The collecting experiments using these devices aim at intervening into After almost one year of field work on
ge production in particular, but is const- the Port Museum‘s spatio-epistemic configuration by…
the museum‘s development, I will switch
ructed through social practice. This can not …initiating a shift in perspective from looking at global maritime trade roles from being a describing ethnograbe reduced to explicitly space-producing
from the land side towards a perspective that is situated in the mapher to taking active part in the field by
practices like architectural design or constritime space, which is often regarded as the invisible in-between of
employing participatory art-based meruction, but includes manifold interactions
globalization. By collecting objects that refer to cities and ports from thodology. My aim is to extend the rebetween actors and materials that form stathe seaside-perspective, this priorization would be renegotiated.
search perspective and to intervene into
ble spatial arrangements.
the museum‘s spatio-epistemic configu…giving agency to the seamen by putting them in the position of the
ration, opening it towards marginalized
collecting subject who decides what is collected and what is not.
actors, namely the seamen and -women
…reflecting on space as a factor in knowledge production. By equipping that play key roles in moving cargo ththe collection box with a GPS-transmitter, the movement through
rough the global spaces of logistics. Their
space that is inscribed in the collection would be visualized.
own freedom of movement, unlike that
of the containers they ship, is radically
…opening a reflexive space between the material collection and the
restricted by international security prosubjective experience that is mediated by the seamen‘s recorded
tocols, national border protection and
narrations.
corporate policy. They only have very limited means of participation and articulation inside the space of globalization
they help producing.
This discrepancy between the almost limitless freedom of things and the harshly
restricted freedom of people in the globalized space of maritime trade is to be
In addressing ports as hubs of globalization, the Port Museum again deals with adressed in a series of experimental formats of collecting. These experiments
inherently spatial issues. Global trade and related processes of socio-cultural are realized in cooperation with the German Port Museum and the Duckdalben
exchange create a powerful spatial fabric, facilitating the virtually seamless International Seamen‘s Club, a social club for seafarers right in the middle of the
flow of goods on a global scale. This spatial fabric has to be transformend into Hamburg port area.
the museum through contingent processes of spatio-epistemic translation and My early stage conceptions rely on two experimental devices that are designed
mediation, meaning: chains of reference, that move information and things to trigger participatory formats of collecting. A remodeled telephone booth
from the outside world into the museum space. Museal artefacts, academic and a mobile collection box will serve as mediators to mobilize subaltern, imdiscourses, visual and literal inscriptions and spatial designs engender a web of plicit knowledge on globalization and to initiate a non-hegemonial collection.
relations that allow the space of globalization to appear in the museum.
The devices will be gradually developed in a series of successive trial and error.
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